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Problem Statement

?How might we manage complexity of modern 
business meetings by capturing important 
moments for multi-disciplinary attendees?
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01Testing Process

1.During-meeting 2. Post-meeting
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Participant Profiles
We recruited 2 engineers, 1 designer, 1 PM, (age 25~35) in tech companies through personal connections. 
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Users realized the options in “Add Notes” were transcripts, yet they were unsure of some details.
1. P2, P3, and P4 were not aware that they could scroll down to see the auto transcripts. 
2. P2 said she wished there was a distinction between other’s quote and her own notes.
3. P4 mentioned the prototype’s motion does not look like autofilling to him. 
4. P2 and P4 were worried if there were too many option of transcriptions as they type.



03Findings

The timeline lacks of clear visual cues for users to recognize “moments” and “public notes.”

“Check out this report” - is this also a task that’s unassigned? ...Why this is a note and this is a task? 
What differentiates these two? Is it the shape, and I should somehow know that?  
- P4, Software Engineer



03Findings

Users cannot tell whether the avatar photo represents a task owner or an assigner of the task at a glance.
1. “I would have thought this is a note and not a task assigned to me. Is this a task management tool?” - P4
2. P2 asked if she said “create 2 user flows of the sidebar” during meetings.



03Findings

Users’ perceptions of color labeling of pills vary across roles and companies.
1. All participants did not think there were meanings assigned to each color at the first glance.
2. P1 thought the different colors were only for aesthetic purposes.
3. P2 said categorizing by teams or roles wouldn’t make sense in her working scenarios (she is an engineer). 
4. P3 said categorizing by roles would definitely make his life easier (he is a PM).



03Findings

Some users wanted to know the ownership of “public notes” without clicking. 
1. P2 assumed she would also see an avatar on public notes before she saw them.
2. P4 said he wished to know which public note was made by himself at a glance.



03Findings

The action of “push back” varies depending on different roles and company cultures.
1. P2 and P4 (engineers) claimed that they only push back during meetings.
2. P3 said “pushback” is confusing and a different phrase would be useful.
3. P1 did not understand what “push back” means.



03Findings

Some Users did not choose “filter” as the first choice when asked to find their own moments. 
1. P3 first clicked the avatar in the left toolbar and then clicked “search.” P3 mentioned it was because he was not familiar with 

the term “moment”.
2. P2 and P4 find filtering moments very quick.
3. P1 intended to clicked the avatar in the left toolbar. 



03Findings

When asked to learn the context of a moment, users tend to interact with the items on the timeline instead of 
reading the transcripts.

1. P2 and P4 wondered where the report was on the timeline.
2. P3 and P4 clicked the presentation item to see if they could see screen recording of that presentation.
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In our next stage, we will need to:

Timeline
● Clarify the differences between public notes and moments. (The same with private notes)
● Provide more context (Make 1 or 2 more interactive elements on timeline - for example, the screen recording 

feature.)

Add notes
● Disclose more part of the auto-transcription suggestion. (Make text input box narrower)
● Think about the order of auto-transcript suggestions. (Add time stems.)
● Differentiate the quotes and what they wrote themselves.

Refine UI elements
● Icons, spacing, 



Thank You for Watching! 
:)



?Q & A


